Abstract. We address the problem of optimal experimental design (OED) for Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems governed by partial differential equations (PDEs). The inverse problem seeks to infer a parameter field that belongs to an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space from experimental data observed at a set of sensor locations and from the governing PDEs. The goal of the OED problem is to find an optimal placement of sensors so as to minimize the uncertainty in the inferred parameter field. Specifically, we seek an optimal subset of sensors from among a fixed set of candidate sensor locations. We formulate the OED objective function by generalizing the classical A-optimal experimental design criterion using the expected value of the trace of the posterior covariance. This expected value is computed through sample averaging over the set of likely experimental data. Due to the infinite-dimensional character of the parameter field, we seek an optimization method that solves the OED problem at a cost (measured in the number of forward PDE solves) that is independent of both the parameter and the sensor dimension. To facilitate this goal, we construct a Gaussian approximation to the posterior at the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) point, and use the resulting covariance operator to define the OED objective function. We use randomized trace estimation to compute the trace of this covariance operator, which is defined only implicitly. The resulting OED problem includes as constraints the system of PDEs characterizing the MAP point, and the PDEs describing the action of the covariance (of the Gaussian approximation to the posterior) to vectors. We control the sparsity of the sensor configurations using sparsifying penalty functions, and solve the resulting penalized bilevel optimization problem via an interior-point quasiNewton method. Variational adjoint methods are used to efficiently compute the gradient of the PDE-constrained OED objective function. We elaborate our OED method for the problem of determining the optimal sensor configuration to best infer the coefficient of an elliptic PDE. Furthermore, we provide numerical results for inference of the log permeability field in a porous medium flow problem. Numerical results show that the number of PDE solves required for the evaluation of the OED objective function and its gradient is essentially independent of both the parameter dimension and the sensor dimension (i.e., the number of candidate sensor locations). The number of quasi-Newton iterations for computing an OED also exhibits the same dimension invariance properties.
1. Introduction. We address the problem of optimal design of experiments for Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems governed by partial differential equations (PDEs). Our goal is to determine sensor locations, at which experimental data are collected, in such a way that the uncertainty in the inferred parameter field is minimized, in a sense made precise below. The numerical solution of a Bayesian inverse problem, which is just a subproblem of the optimal experimental design (OED) problem, is challenging, in particular for problems with infinite-dimensional (high-dimensional upon discretization) parameters and expensive-to-evaluate parameter-to-observable (forward) maps. Computing optimal experimental designs requires repeated solution of the underlying Bayesian inverse problem; hence, the OED problem inherits all of the challenges of solving the Bayesian inverse problem, which in turn inherits the computational difficulties of solving the PDEs describing the forward problem. These challenges necessitate algorithms that maximally exploit the problem structure to make OED tractable for problems that are of large scale-in the state, parameter, and data dimensions.
Related work. Standard references for OED include [2, 22, 26, 32] . While most of these classical developments concern OED for inverse problems of low parameter dimension, and consider well-posed inverse problems, recently there has been an increased interest in OED for large-scale problems governed by expensive-to-solve forward models. In particular, the authors of [9, 14, 16] present numerical methods for OED for nonlinear ill-posed inverse problems governed by large-scale models. In these papers, a frequentist point of view is taken. In particular, the OED objective function is defined as an empirical estimate of the Bayes risk of the point estimator-the solution to a Tikhonov-regularized deterministic inverse problem-for a finite-dimensional inference parameter. This amounts to solving an optimization problem for the OED that is constrained by first-order optimality conditions representing solution of an inverse problem for each member of a set of training models. There are two main differences between the work in [14, 16] and that proposed here. First, we address the mathematical and computational challenges stemming from the problem of OED for infinite-dimensional inverse problems. Second, in the OED objective, we explicitly incorporate the covariance operator of (a Gaussian approximation of) the Bayesian posterior measure, thus directly capturing the uncertainty in the inferred parameters in the objective function. This entails a more complex and difficult OED optimization problem, since now it is constrained not only by the first-order optimality conditions for the inverse problem (i.e., gradients), but also by second-order information (i.e., Hessians). Nevertheless, we demonstrate that we can construct scalable algorithms (those whose cost measured in forward PDE solves is independent of problem dimension) to solve these OED optimization problems.
Other efforts in the area include [4, 20] . In [4] , the authors use sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to compute optimal designs with different OED criteria for finitedimensional inverse problems governed by nonlinear systems of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). In [20] , the design of robust experiments for inverse problems governed by nonlinear DAEs is addressed; see also the review article [5] . While the inverse problems discussed in these papers are governed by nonlinear DAEs, they usually have a small to moderate number of parameters. Another idea, mainly aimed at nonlinear inverse problems with low to moderate parameter dimension, is that of [17, 18] in which the authors use a generalized polynomial chaos surrogate for the forward model, and utilize techniques of stochastic optimization to compute experimental designs that maximize the expected information gain as measured by the Kullback-Liebler divergence from posterior to prior. Since no closed form expression for the expected information gain is available for nonlinear Bayesian inverse problems, one must resort to computationally expensive sampling approaches. The paper [21] offers an alternate approach through a methodology based on a Laplace approximation, i.e., a Gaussian approximation, of the posterior distribution to accelerate the numerical computation of the expected information gain.
Contributions. In this work we address the OED problem for infinite-dimensional inverse problems, which after discretization result in very high-dimensional parameter spaces, and seek scalable algorithms for its solution. The main contributions of our work are as follows: (1) We propose a method for A-optimal experimental design for infinite-dimensional Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems; the proposed formulation aims at minimizing the expected average posterior variance. (2) We employ several approximations, which, when combined with structure-exploiting algorithms, render OED for large-scale inverse problems computationally tractable. In particular, we formulate the OED problem as a bilevel PDE-constrained optimization problem. (3) We use the problem of inferring a coefficient field in an elliptic PDE to elaborate our approach for A-optimal sensor placement. For the resulting PDE-constrained OED problem, we derive efficient adjoint-based expressions for the gradient and assess the computational complexity of the objective function evaluation and the gradient computation. (4) We present a comprehensive numerical study of the effectiveness of the OED method for optimal sensor placement for a subsurface flow inverse problem and demonstrate scalability of our framework in terms of the number of forward (and adjoint) PDE solves as the parameter and sensor dimensions increase.
Description of the method. Following an A-optimal design strategy, we seek to minimize the average posterior variance of the parameter estimates, which is given by the trace of the posterior covariance operator. For a linear inverse problem with Gaussian prior and noise distributions, a closed form expression for the posterior covariance operator is available and is independent of the experimental data [30] . For nonlinear inverse problems, however, such a closed form expression is not available and the posterior covariance operator depends on the experimental data. Since the data cannot be measured before the experiment is conducted, formally this would not lead to a meaningful OED problem. To cope with the dependence of the posterior covariance C post on the experimental data d, we consider the average of the trace of the posterior covariance operator over all possible experimental data:
where E d is the expectation over data. For nonlinear inverse problems, no closed form expressions for C post (d) are available and the computation of tr(C post (d)) typically requires sampling-based methods (e.g., MCMC sampling), which are particularly expensive in high dimensions. To permit applicability to large-scale problems, we use a Gaussian approximation of the posterior measure, with mean given by the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) point m MAP = m MAP (d) and covariance given by the inverse of the Hessian operator H of the regularized data misfit functional, whose minimizer is the MAP point. This Hessian is evaluated at the MAP point, i.e.,
Notice that this approximation to the posterior is exact when the parameter-to-observable map is linear. Moreover, a Gaussian is often a good approximation to the posterior when a nonlinear parameter-to-observable map is well approximated by a linearization over the set of parameters with significant posterior probability. Using this Gaussian approximation, (1.1) is replaced by
The expectation in (1.2) is approximated by averaging over a sample set {d 1 , . . . , d n d }, where each d i is specified according to the noise model
where f (·) is the parameter-to-observable map, and m i and η i are draws from the prior and the noise distributions, respectively. These approximations result in a formulation of the A-optimal design problem as a PDE-constrained optimization problem with constraints given by the optimality conditions of the inner optimization problem that determines the MAP point, as well as PDEs describing the application of the inverse of the Hessian.
The OED objective function involves traces of inverses of operators that are implicitly defined through solutions of PDEs. We address this difficulty by using randomized trace estimators, whose use for infinite-dimensional operators is also addressed in this paper. The experimental design is introduced in the Bayesian inverse problem through a vector of non-negative weights for possible locations where experimental data can be collected: a weight of 0 indicates absence of a sensor, and a weight of 1 means that a sensor is placed at that location. To enable use of gradient-based optimization methods for an otherwise combinatorial problem, we relax the binary assumptions on the weights and allow them to take on any value in [0, 1] . To control the number of nonzero weights, and thus the number of sensors in the experimental design, we use a sparsifying penalty [13] that also favors binary weights [1] . Each evaluation of the OED objective requires the solution of an inner optimization problem to find the MAP point (solved using an inexact Newton-CG method), and applications of the inverse Hessian to vectors. Gradients of the OED objective with respect to the weights are computed efficiently using adjoint equations, which are derived through a Lagrangian formalism.
We elaborate the proposed OED method for the problem of inferring the log coefficient field in an elliptic PDE. Physically this can be interpreted as a subsurface flow problem in which we seek well locations at which pressure data are collected so that the uncertainty in the inferred log permeability field is minimized. We first consider a model problem in which we conduct a comprehensive numerical study of the quality of the optimal design as compared to various suboptimal designs. In these tests, we compare the designs by assessing their impact on the statistical quality of the solution of the Bayesian inverse problem. To this end, we compare the designs with respect to the average posterior variance as well as the quality of the MAP estimator which, respectively, indicate the ability of the designs to reduce uncertainty and to reconstruct "true" log permeability fields. These tests show that optimal designs result in significant improvements over suboptimal designs with the same number of sensors. We also examine the computational complexity, in terms of the number of forward/adjoint PDE solves, of the components of our method, and numerically study its scalability. Finally, we compute an optimal experimental design for a larger-scale subsurface flow test problem with the setup and the "truth" log permeability field taken from the Society of Petroleum Engineers' 10th Comparative Solution Project (SPE10).
Preliminaries.
In this section, we summarize the background material required for the formulation and solution of OED problems for infinite-dimensional Bayesian inverse problems.
2.1. Probability measures on Hilbert spaces. Let H denote an infinitedimensional separable real Hilbert space with inner product · , · H and induced norm · H , and B(H ) the Borel σ-algebra on H . A probability measure on (H , B(H )) is called a Borel probability measure. We consider a Borel probability measure µ on H with finite first and second moments with meanm ∈ H and covariance operator C : H → H . C must be positive, self-adjoint, and of trace-class [24] and satisfies
A Borel probability measure µ on H is said to be Gaussian if and only if for each x ∈ H , the functional u → x, u H ∈ R, viewed as a real-valued random variable on (H , B(H ), µ), is Gaussian [24, 25] . We denote by N (m, C) a Gaussian measure on H with meanm and covariance operator C.
In the present work,
is a bounded domain with sufficiently regular boundary. Let (Ω, Σ, P) be a probability space and let m : (Ω, Σ, P) → (H , B(H )) be an H -valued random variable with law µ, i.e., µ(E) = P(m ∈ E), for E ∈ B(H ). Notice that for each ω ∈ Ω, m(·, ω) : D → R is a function. Alternatively, we may consider m as real-valued function defined on D × Ω, where for each x ∈ D, m(x, ·) is a real-valued random variable, i.e., m is a random field. In this paper, we consider random fields that are jointly measurable on (H , B(H )) ⊗ (Ω, Σ) and have finite second moment. Invoking Tonelli's theorem, the pointwise variance var{m(x)}, x ∈ D, satisfies,
where as beforem denotes the mean of m. This shows that the trace of the covariance operator is proportional to the average of the pointwise variance over the physical domain D-a relation that is central to our formulation of A-optimal experimental design in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.
2.2.
Bayesian inversion in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. We consider the problem of inferring the law of the parameter m, modeled as an Hvalued random variable, from observations. We use a Gaussian prior distribution law µ pr = N (m pr , C pr ) for the inference parameter, where the prior mean m pr is a sufficiently regular element of H and C pr : H → H a strictly positive self-adjoint trace-class operator given by the inverse of a differential operator. To be precise, following [7, 29] , we use C = A −2 , where A is a Laplacian-like operator; this choice ensures that in two and three space dimensions, C is a trace-class operator. The measure µ pr induces the Cameron-Martin space E = range(C 1/2 pr ) = dom(A) which is a dense subspace of H and is endowed with the inner product,
In what follows, we assume that the prior mean m pr is an element of E .
Next, we introduce the data likelihood, which describes the distribution of experimental data d for a given parameter m ∈ H . Here, we consider finite-dimensional observations d ∈ R q , and denote by π like (d|m) the likelihood probability density function (pdf). Let f : H → R q denote a parameter-to-observable map, which is a sufficiently regular (see [29] ) deterministic function that maps a parameter m ∈ H to an experimental data d. In the problems we target, an evaluation of f (m) typically requires a forward solve (typically a PDE solve) followed by the application of an observation operator. We consider an additive Gaussian noise model
where Γ noise ∈ R q×q is the noise covariance matrix. Note that η is independent of m and thus d|m ∼ N (f (m), Γ noise ) and the likelihood is given by
The solution of a Bayesian inverse problem is the posterior measure, which describes the probability law of the parameter m conditioned on observed data d. The relationship between the prior measure, the data likelihood, and this posterior measure is described by the Bayes formula, which in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space settings is given by [29] ,
Here, the expression on the left hand side denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative [33] of the posterior probability measure µ d post with respect to the prior measure µ pr . See [29] for conditions on the parameter-to-observable map f that ensure that the above Bayes formula holds.
2.3.
The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) point. For a finitedimensional inference problem, the MAP point is a point in the parameter space at which the posterior pdf is maximized. While this notion does not extend directly to infinite dimensions, one can define the MAP point m MAP as the point m ∈ H that maximizes the posterior probability of balls of radius ε centered at m, as ε → 0. Analogous to the finite-dimensional case, the MAP point can be found by minimizing the functional J : E → R given by [10] ,
That is,
The existence of solutions to the above optimization problem follows standard arguments [29] . We point out that (2.2) is equivalent to a deterministic inverse problem, where inner products in the regularized data misfit functional J are weighted according to the statistical description of the problem, i.e., with the noise and prior covariance operators. Note that the MAP point m MAP depends on the experimental data d. This is a challenge in the context of OED, where data are not available a priori. Moreover, the solution of (2.2) is not guaranteed to be unique.
2.4.
Experimental design in a Bayesian inverse problem. Next, we define what we mean by an experimental design, and describe how an experimental design enters in the Bayesian inverse problem formulation. We consider the problem of optimal placement of sensors that measure experimental data. We fix a collection of candidate sensor locations, x 1 , . . . , x ns in D and assign to each location a non-negative weight w i , which controls whether experimental data are gathered at location x i , for i = 1, . . . , n s . Thus, a design is fully specified by a weight vector w := (w 1 , . . . , w ns ) ∈ R ns ≥0 . Since an experimental design determines the subset of the set of candidate sensor locations at which data are collected, w enters the Bayesian inverse problem through the data likelihood, amounting to a weighted data likelihood:
where W = diag(w 1 , . . . , w ns ). Notice that this formulation assumes that the dimension of the data vector equals the number of candidate sensor locations, i.e., q = n s , which is the case when the forward problem is stationary. In a time-dependent problem, we can have q = n t n s , where n t is the number of points in time when observations are taken; see the formulation in [1] for more details regarding the time-dependent case.
Here, we consider uncorrelated observations, that is, the noise covariance is diagonal, Γ noise = diag(σ 
The solution of the Bayesian inverse problem with the weighted likelihood (2.3) now additionally depends on the design w. For example, the MAP point (or estimator) m MAP is the minimizer, with respect to m, of the weighted cost functional,
Other statistics of the posterior, such as the mean and the covariance operator, also depend on w.
In classical OED formulations [2, 22, 26, 32] , one commonly interprets the components of a design vector w as probability masses for candidate sensor location, i.e., w i ≥ 0 and w i = 1. A practitioner might place sensors at the candidate locations whose weights are large or use the weights to decide which experiments to perform, and how often to perform them (if experiments can be repeated) to reduce the experimental noise level through repeated experiments. An alternate point of view is to neglect the constraint w i = 1 and to incorporate a penalty function P (w) instead, which associates a cost to each sensor placed [1, 13, 15] . The simplest-to-interpret weight vector w contains 0's where no sensor is placed and 1's in locations where sensors are placed. This leads to a binary optimization problem, which can be challenging to solve. Thus, we relax the binary assumption on the components of the weight vector, and allow the weights to take values in the interval [0, 1] and enforce binary weights through properly chosen sparsifying penalty functions, or continuation with a family of penalty functions (see section 5.6).
Randomized trace estimation.
We address A-optimal experimental design problems, which requires minimization of traces of large dense covariance matrices that are defined implicitly through their applications to vectors. In our OED method, we approximate traces of covariance matrices using randomized trace estimators. These estimators approximate the trace of a matrix A ∈ R n×n via Monte-Carlo estimates of the form tr(A) ≈ 1 ntr ntr k=1 z k , Az k R n , where the vectors z k are random n-vectors. Reasonably accurate estimation of traces of high-dimensional covariance matrices is possible with a small number of random vectors; see e.g., [3, 28] for descriptions of different trace estimators and their convergence properties, and [1, 13, 15] for discussions regarding the use of randomized trace estimators for high-dimensional implicitly defined covariance operators. There are several possibilities for the choice of random vectors z k . The Hutchinson estimator [19] uses random vectors with ±1 entries, each with a probability of 1/2. Another possibility, used in this paper, is the Gaussian trace estimator, which uses Gaussian random vectors with independent standard normal entries.
In our numerical computations, we estimate traces of matrices that are discretizations of covariance operators defined on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Thus, we next briefly justify randomized trace estimation in infinite dimensions. In particular, to define the infinite-dimensional analog of the Gaussian trace estimator, we consider an H -valued random variable Z δ whose law is given by µ δ = N (0, C δ ), where C δ = (−δ∆ + I) −2 ; here, ∆ denotes the Laplacian operator with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and δ is a positive real number. Note that C δ so constructed is positive, self-adjoint, and of trace-class on
. Let us note that, for any trace-class operator A on H ,
Moreover, as shown in Appendix A, tr(A) = lim δ→0 tr(AC δ ). Hence, choosing small values of δ provides reasonable estimates for tr(A). Therefore, one is justified to use Monte Carlo estimates of the form,
where z i are realizations of Z δ for a sufficiently small δ (in the finite-dimensional case, we can take δ = 0).
A-optimal design for
Bayesian linear inverse problems. The classical definition of an A-optimal design is for inverse problems where the parameter-toobservable map f is linear and one assumes an additive Gaussian noise model. In this case, the posterior covariance operator does not depend on the experimental data. Denoting by C post (w) the covariance operator of the posterior measure µ d post for a given design vector w, an A-optimal design is one that minimizes the average posterior variance. This is equivalent to minimizing tr C post (w) . Denoting the linear parameter-to-observable map by F : H → R q and assuming a Gaussian prior µ pr = N (·, C pr ), the posterior covariance operator is C post (w) = (F * W σ F+C −1 pr ) −1 , with W σ as in (2.4) . Notice that F is independent of the parameter m and the experimental data d. Using a low rank singular value decomposition of the prior-preconditioned parameter-to-observable map FC 1/2 pr , computed once upfront, enables evaluating the A-optimal objective function and its gradient without further PDE solves [1] . This A-optimal design approach leads to the following optimization problem:
where γP (w) controls the sparsity of the design w. There are various options for choosing a sparsifying penalty function P (w). One possibility is to use P (w) = i w i , which amounts to an 1 penalty. Here, we use a continuation strategy with a sequence of penalty functions that asymptotically approximate the 0 -"norm"; see section 5.6 and [1].
4. A-optimal design for Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems. In this section, we present a formulation of the A-optimal experimental design criterion for infinite-dimensional Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems. To make the resulting OED problem computationally tractable, we introduce a series of approximations, such that the formulation culminates in a Hessian constrained bilevel optimization problem.
Formulation.
For a design vector w and experimental data d, the Bayesian inverse problem with the weighted data likelihood (2.3) is given by
Following an A-optimal design criterion, we seek to minimize the average posterior variance of the inferred parameter over all possible design vectors w. From (2.1) it follows that the average variance is given by tr [C post (w; d)], where C post is the covariance operator corresponding to the posterior measure. Note that for a fixed experimental design vector w, the result of the inference still depends on the experimental data d.
Since experimental data is, in general, not available a priori, we average tr [C post (w; d)] over the experimental data d, which, for given m ∈ H , are distributed according to N (f (m), Γ noise ), as specified by the data likelihood. Notice that this distribution of d is conditioned on m, the parameter in the Bayesian inverse problem. To address this issue, we rely on our prior knowledge of the parameter m as described by the prior measure, and define the expected average posterior variance Ψ as follows:
where µ d|m = N (f (m), Γ noise ).
Gaussian approximation of the posterior measure.
If the parameterto-observable map f is linear, and given a Gaussian prior distribution and an additive Gaussian noise model, the posterior is also Gaussian, with mean and covariance given by closed form expressions, namely the MAP point and the inverse of the Hessian of the functional J defined in (2.5), respectively, [29, 30] . However, if f is nonlinear, the posterior is not Gaussian and there exists no closed-form expression for the posterior covariance operator. As a consequence, one has to rely on techniques such as Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling to compute the average posterior variance [27] . This requires a large number of statistically independent samples, which in turn requires many evaluations of the parameter-to-observable map f , which can make sampling computationally extremely expensive, in particular for high-dimensional problems and expensive-to-evaluate parameter-to-observable maps f . Thus, to make the problem at hand tractable, we consider a Gaussian approximation of the posterior measure at the MAP point. That is, given an experimental design w and a realization of the data d, we compute the MAP point m MAP = m MAP (w; d) and define the Gaussian approximation of µ
where H m MAP (w; d), w; d is the Hessian of (2.5) (or an approximation of the Hessian, e.g., the Gauss-Newton approximation). Note that, in general, H depends on the design w and data d both explicitly, and implicitly through the MAP point. Using this Gaussian approximation, we proceed to define the following approximation Ψ G for the OED objective function Ψ defined in (4.1):
To ensure that the Gaussian approximation µ
post is well defined, we make the following assumption:
Assumption 4.1. For every experimental data d and every design vector w from the admissible set of designs the inverse of the Hessian H −1 m MAP (w; d), w; d exists and is a positive trace-class operator.
Sample averaging and randomized trace estimation. The evaluation of Ψ
G given in (4.2) involves integration over an infinite-dimensional (upon discretization, high-dimensional) space. To approximate this integration, we replace Ψ G by the Monte Carlo sum
The data samples d i are given by
i=1 is a sample set from the product space (H , µ pr ) × (R q , N (0, Γ noise )). Note that in practical computations usually only a moderate number of data samples can be afforded for reasons that will become clear later in the paper. From a frequentist's perspective, the draws m i from the prior can be considered as training models. Note that the draws d i enter in (4.3) through the MAP point and the Hessian at the MAP point. This incorporates the physical properties of the parameter-to-observable map f in the OED objective function. For instance, if f damps highly oscillatory modes of the parameters, Ψ G is insensitive to the highly oscillatory modes of m i used to compute d i . This indirect dependence of the OED objective on "training" draws from the prior is in contrast to the OED approach for nonlinear inverse problems proposed in [14, 16] , in which training models enter in the OED objective function directly.
The objective function (4.3) involves the trace of H
i e k , where {e k } is a complete orthonormal set in H . Thus, we can write (4.3) as follows:
where for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d } and k ∈ N:
Notice that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n s }, we obtain a MAP point m MAP (w; d i ), which is used to define the corresponding Hessian operator
The computation of the trace based on a complete orthogonal basis as in (4.4) is not practical. We thus use a randomized trace estimator (see section 2.5) to obtain an expression that can be computed efficiently. This final approximation step results in a computationally tractable OED objective function, which is used in the formulation of an A-optimal experimental design problem below.
4.4.
The resulting A-optimal experimental design problem. The definitions and approximations discussed above result in the following formulation of an A-optimal design objective function for a nonlinear Bayesian inverse problem:
where z k , k ∈ {1, . . . , n tr }, are random vectors as discussed in section 2.5, and for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d }, y ik is defined through
The corresponding A-optimal experimental design optimization problem, with a sparsifying penalty term (as discussed in section 2.4) is given by
Since we rely on gradient-based methods to solve (P), in addition to Assumption 4.1, we require the following assumption to hold. Assumption 4.2. The OED objectiveΨ(·) is continuously differentiable with respect to the weight vector w for all w ∈ [0, 1] ns .
5. OED for coefficient field inference in an elliptic PDE. Next, we elaborate our approach for A-optimal design of experiments to the inference of the log coefficient field in an elliptic partial differential equation, i.e., we consider the forward model,
where
is an open bounded domain with sufficiently smooth bound-
is a source term, and g ∈ H 1/2 (Γ D ) and h ∈ L 2 (Γ N ) are Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data, respectively. The prior distribution for m ensures that, almost surely, realizations of m are continuous inD . Hence, e m is positive and bounded, ensuring existence of a solution of (5.1). Define the spaces,
where H 1 (D) is the Sobolev space of functions in L 2 (D) with square integrable derivatives. Then, the weak form of (5.1) reads as follows: Find u ∈ V g such that
In the following subsections, we specialize the OED problem (P) for the inference of m in (5.1) from pointwise observations of the state variable u. In sections 5.1 and 5.2, we derive expressions for the first and second derivatives of the "inner" problem, i.e., the inverse problem whose solution is the MAP point. In Section 5.3 we formulate the OED problem as a bilevel optimization problem, constrained by PDEs characterizing the MAP point and PDEs defining the action of the inverse Hessian. Then, in section 5.4, we formulate the OED objective resulting in the "outer" OED optimization problem, and derive expressions for the gradient of the OED objective using associated adjoint equations. A discussion of the complexity of evaluating the OED objective and its gradient, in terms of the number of forward PDE solves, is provided in section 5.5.
5.1. Optimality system for the MAP point. We first specialize the (weighted) cost functional (2.5), whose minimizer is the MAP point, for the problem of inferring m in (5.1) from observations Bu, where B is a linear observation operator that extracts measurements from u:
Here, for a given m, the state variable u is the solution to (5.1), m pr is the prior mean of the log coefficient field, and d ∈ R q is a given data vector. Note that every evaluation of the OED objective function in (P) with a given design w requires minimization of the PDE-constrained data misfit cost functional in (5.2). Hence, in what follows, we refer to the minimization of (5.2) as the inner optimization problem.
We use the standard variational approach to derive optimality conditions for (5.2) with fixed design w. The Lagrangian functional
Here, p ∈ V 0 is the Lagrange multiplier and we use the superscript I to emphasize that the Lagrangian corresponds to the inner optimization problem. The formal Lagrange multiplier method [31] yields that, at a minimizer of (5.2), variations of the Lagrangian functional with respect to all variables vanish, which yields 
We refer to (5.5a) and (5.5b) as incremental state and incremental adjoint equations, respectively, and to (5.5c) as the Hessian equation. In practice, Hy = z is solved iteratively using a Krylov method, which requires only the application of H to vectors. This application can be computed by first solving (5.5a) for v, then solving (5.5b) for q, and then using these solutions in (5.5c). Next, we provide explicit expressions for the OED problem for the inference of the log coefficient field in (5.1).
5.3.
The OED problem as a PDE-constrained optimization problem. Specializing the A-optimal experimental design problem (P) for the problem of inference of the log coefficient field in (5.1) we obtain,
where for i = 1, . . . , n d and k = 1, . . . , n tr (2) find (v ik , y ik , q ik ) that satisfy (5.6e)-(5.6g), for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d } and k ∈ {1, . . . , n tr }.
To solve the optimization problem (5.6), we rely on gradient-based optimization methods. Thus we need efficient methods for computing the gradient ofΨ with respect to the design vector w. Again we follow a Lagrangian approach, and employ adjoint variables (i.e., Lagrange multipliers) to enforce the PDE constraints (5.6b)-(5.6g) in the OED problem. The derivation of expressions for the gradient is rather involved, and it deferred to Appendix B. Below, we simply present the final expression for the gradient, which takes the form:
where u i , v ik are available from the evaluation ofΨ as described above, denotes the Hadamard product, 1 and, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d }, the p * i are obtained by solving the following systems for the OED adjoint variables Note that the linear operator on the left hand side of (5.8) coincides with the left hand side operator in (5.6e)-(5.6g), after proper identification of variables. The fact that the system for the OED adjoint variables coincides with the system describing the Hessian of the inner optimization problem, i.e., the Hessian of J , defined in (5.2), with respect to m can be exploited in numerical computations. In particular, if a Newton solver for the inner optimization problem is available, the implementation can easily be adapted to perform the computations required to evaluate the OED objective, and to compute the OED gradient. We summarize the steps for computing the OED objective function and its gradient in Algorithm 1.
Scalability of the OED solver.
Here, we provide a discussion of the computational complexity and resulting scalability of solving the OED problem (5.6). Although this discussion is qualitative in nature, we do provide numerical evidence of the scalability of our OED solver in section 6. The cost of solving the OED problem for k = 1 to n tr do 6:
end for 8:Ψ ←Ψ + for k = 1 to n tr do
11:
Compute v ik and q ik {Equations (5.6g) and (5.6e)}
12:
end for
13:
Solve H i m * i =b i {b i obtained from (5.9) (see Appendix C for details)}
14:
Compute p * i {Equation (5.8c)}
15:
ComputeΨ
noise Bv ik Bv ik 16: end for in measured in terms of the number of required forward-like PDE solves, i.e., solves of (5.1), or its adjoint or incremental variants. We measure cost in this way to remain agnostic to the specific governing forward PDEs and the particular PDE solver employed. These forward-like PDE solves constitute the kernel component of the OED optimization solver, and for any non-trivial PDE forward problem, the PDE solves overwhelmingly dominate the overall cost; the remaining linear algebra is negligible in comparison. Having defined cost in this manner, scalability then requires that the number of forward-like PDE solves is independent of problem dimensions, which for the OED problem (5.6) are the (discretized) parameter dimension and the sensor dimension n s (the state dimension is hidden within the forward-like PDE solver).
To assert scalability of the OED solver, we have to argue that (1) the evaluation of the OED objectiveΨ, (2) the evaluation of the gradient of the OED objectiveΨ , and (3) the number of OED optimization iterations are all independent of the parameter and sensor dimensions. To make this argument, we begin by identifying a property of the Hessian systems that are solved at each OED optimization iteration. These Hessian systems include those arising at each iteration of the inner optimization problem (i.e., minimizing J in (5.2)), as well as the Hessian solves characterizing the posterior covariance in the OED objective evaluation ((5.6e)-(5.6g)) and those arising in OED gradient computation (5.8). Consider the Hessian H evaluated at the MAP point and notice that H can be written as H = H misfit + C −1 pr , with H misfit representing the Hessian of the first term (i.e., the data misfit term) in J defined in (2.5). As discussed in [7, 12] , the numerical rank of the prior-preconditioned data misfit Hessian,
pr , is independent of the parameter dimension and, for many inverse problems, small. Moreover, the rank is independent of the sensor dimension as well. This parameter/sensor dimension-independence of r reflects the fact that (1) the data are often finite-dimensional, (2) the parameter-to-observable map is often smoothing, and (3) the prior covariance operator is of smoothing type. This numerical rank, which we denote by r, depends on the parameter-to-observable map, the smoothing properties of the prior, and the true information content of the data. The rank grows initially with parameter and sensor dimensions until all information contained in the data about the parameters has been resolved. Beyond this, the rank r ofH misfit is insensitive to further increases in parameter and sensor dimension (e.g., through mesh refinement).
Next, we analyze the computational cost (again, measured in forward-like PDE solves) of evaluation of the OED objective function and its gradient as detailed in Algorithm 1. We rely on inexact Newton-CG with Armijo line search to solve the inner optimization problems in step 4 of the algorithm. The computational cost of each Newton step is dominated by the conjugate gradient iterations. Using the prior covariance as a preconditioner for CG, the number of CG iterations will be O(r) (see [8] for mesh invariance properties of CG for operators that are compact perturbations of the identity). Each CG iteration involves an application of the data misfit Hessian, which in turn involves a pair of incremental forward/adjoint PDE solves; therefore, the cost, in terms of forward-like PDE solves, of each inner optimization problem is O(n newton × 2 × r), where n newton is the total number of Newton iterations. Note that here we do not take into account the inexactness of Newton-CG. If in earlier iterations the Newton system is solved only approximately, n newton can be replaced with a smaller number. Next, we note that for each data sample d i , i = 1 . . . n d , we perform n tr Hessian solves in steps 5-7 of the algorithm, where we solve for y ik , k = 1, . . . , n tr . Thus, since we use CG to solve these systems, it follows that the computational cost, measured in forward-like PDE solves, of evaluating the OED objective function is
(5.10)
Note also that by the mesh invariance properties of the Newton method for nonlinear optimization [11] , n newton is independent of the parameter dimension.
To compute the gradient, we need to perform the computations in step 11, which entail 2 × n d × n tr PDE solves, as well as the Hessian solves in step 13 of the Algorithm 1, whose cost is O(n d × 2 × r) PDE solves. Thus, the cost of evaluating the OED gradient is
forward-like PDE solves.
Observe that step 6 of Algorithm 1 involves n tr systems with the same Hessian operator and different right hand sides. Thus, it is possible to further reduce the complexity of the algorithm. For instance, precomputing a low rank approximation of the prior-preconditioned data misfit HessianH misfit (after solving the inner optimization problem) provides an efficient method for applications of the inverse Hessian that is free of PDE solves [7, 12] . Using this low rank approximation ofH misfit allows us to remove the factor n tr in the second term of (5.10).
The final argument to make is that the number of OED optimization iterations is parameter/sensor dimension-independent. If one solves the OED problem (5.6) using a Newton method, we would expect this to be the case. In the example of section 6, we employ a quasi-Newton method. It is difficult to make a dimension-independence argument for quasi-Newton for the OED problem; however, in that section we do observe dimension independence of OED optimization iterations.
Sparsity control.
Here we briefly comment on the sparsity enforcing penalty method used in the present work, which is based on the approach in [1] . In particular, considering the problem (P), we first solve the problem with P (w) = 1 T w, amounting to an 1 penalty to obtain the minimizer w * 0 . Subsequently, we consider a sequence of penalty functions, P ε (w) such that as ε → 0, P ε approaches the 0 norm. To cope with the non-convexity of these penalty functions, we follow a continuation strategy, i.e., we decrease {ε i }: For ε 1 , we solve (P) with penalty function P ε1 and the initial guess (for the optimization algorithm) given by the w * 0 . Subsequently, for each i ≥ 2 the problem is solved with P εi as the penalty function and the initial guess given by the solution of the proceeding optimization problem corresponding to ε i−1 . The precise definition of the penalty functions P ε used follows [1] . In practice, we observe that a few continuation iterations are sufficient to attain an optimal weight vector with a 0/1 structure.
6. Example 1: Idealized subsurface flow. In this section, we study the effectiveness of our OED approach applied to the parameter estimation problem considered in section 5. We interpret (5.1) as subsurface flow problem and thus refer to u as pressure and to m as log permeability. 
In Figure 6 .2, we show the prior mean m pr , obtained by solving (6.1) and three random draws from the prior distribution. Note that our choice for Θ corresponds to a prior distribution with stronger correlation in y-direction. To finish the description of the Bayesian inverse problem, it remains to specify the noise covariance matrix, for which we choose Γ noise = σ 2 I, with σ = 0.05.
Effectiveness of A-optimal design.
We solve the OED problem (5.6a) with n d = 5 experimental data samples d i , and use n tr = 20 random vectors in the trace estimator. We employ 0 -sparsification using the continuation process described in section 5.6. We obtain an optimal sensor configuration with 10 for the penalty parameter γ = 0.008, and an optimal design with 20 sensors for γ = 0.005. As first test of the effectiveness of the resulting designs, we solve the inference problem with the "truth" parameter field given in Figure 6 .1a). Using data obtained at the A-optimal sensor configuration (with 10 sensors), we compute the MAP point by solving (5.2) and the Gaussian approximation of the posterior measure at the MAP point. The results are shown in Figure 6 .3, where the posterior standard deviation field is also compared with the prior standard deviation field. To study the effectiveness of a) b) c) Fig. 6 .3. MAP point computed using the optimal design (a); prior standard deviation field (b) and posterior standard deviation field, with the optimal design sensor locations (10 sensors) indicated by white dots (c).
the optimal designs, we first report the error with respect to the truth permeability field m true . In Figure 6 .4 we show a comparison of the relative error of the MAP estimator,
and of tr(H(w) −1 ) = tr(Γ post ) for the optimal design w opt and for random designs with the same number of sensor locations, where · is the L 2 -norm. From Figure 6 .3, we draw the following conclusions: (1) The optimal design with 10 sensors improves over randomly selected designs more significantly than the optimal design with 20 sensors; this indicates that as sensors become more scarce, computing optimal design is more important. (2) There is a correlation between minimizing the average variance and that of minimizing the L 2 -error of the MAP estimator. This is interesting but not entirely surprising, because for a Bayesian linear inverse problem with Gaussian prior and noise, it can be shown that minimizing the average posterior variance is equivalent to minimizing the average mean square error of the MAP estimator [1] . Note that the results shown in Figure 6 respect to a specific true model. A natural question to ask is how effective the design is if we were trying to recover a different underlying truth? To address this issue, we conduct a statistical test of the effectiveness of the optimal designs as follows. We draw samples {m 1 , . . . , m n d } from the prior measure and get corresponding data
For a given design, w, we compute an expected error E rel and an expected average variance V :
For the purpose of this numerical test, we let n d be larger than the number n d of the data samples used in computing the optimal design, and the samples {m 1 , . . . , m n d } are drawn independently of the samples used in the sample average used for the OED objective function (see section 4.3). Hence, V is essentially a more accurate estimate of the objective function we sought to minimize when solving the OED problem. This allows us to assess how well an optimal design, computed based on a small set of data {d 1 , . . . , d n d } does in minimizing the more accurate estimate V .
For designs with 10 and 20 sensors, we compute V (w) and E rel (w) with n d = 50 for optimal and for n w = 30 randomly chosen designs w 1 , . . . , w nw . The results, shown in Figure 6 .5, indicate that the A-optimal designs computed with a relatively small number of data samples not only minimize the average posterior variance, but also result in a minimal expected error between the true parameter and the MAP point. 6.4. Scalability and performance. Finally, we examine the convergence behavior of our method as the number of parameters and the number of sensor candidate locations increases. Specifically, we study the computational cost in terms of the number of solves of (5.1), its adjoint, or the associated incrementals. These elliptic PDE solves are the main building block of our method.
First, we consider the cost of computing the OED objective function and its gradient. As seen in Algorithm 1 and the discussion in section 5.5, a significant part of the computational cost of evaluating the OED objective function amounts to solving the inner optimization problem for the MAP point using an inexact Newton-CG method. Here, the computational cost is dominated by the CG iterations needed in each Newton step. Hence, as a measure of the computational cost, we report the total number of "inner" CG iterations. We also report the number of "outer" CG iterations in steps 6 and 13 of Algorithm 1, which are required for computing the OED objective function and the gradient, respectively. For this numerical study, we focused on the evaluation of the OED cost function and its gradient at w = (1, 1, · · · , 1) ∈ R ns (i.e. with all sensors active) and with n tr = n d = 1. The results shown in Figure 6 .6 indicate that the computational cost of evaluating the OED objective function and its gradient are insensitive to increasing the parameter dimension, and only depend weakly on the number of sensor candidate locations. Figure 6 .6 also shows the number of interior point quasi-Newton iterations required for solving the OED optimization problem, as parameter and sensor dimensions increase. As can be seen, the number of iterations for solving the OED optimization problem is insensitive to both parameter and sensor dimensions. 7. Example 2: Subsurface flow based on SPE10 model. In this section, we consider a more realistic permeability field using permeability field data from the Society of Petroleum Engineers' 10th SPE Comparative Solution Project (SPE10). 
−4 and C = 50, and x 0 = (1.1, 0.6). To model the production wells, we fix the pressure at zero at the four corners of the domain. Specifically, we cut circular regions from the four corners of the domain (modeling the boundaries of wells) and impose zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on the resulting quarter circles. Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are used on the remainder of the boundary. In Figure 7 .1, we show the "truth" log permeability field, as well as the Darcy velocity field and the pressure obtained by solving the state equation with the true permeability field.
The prior construction is similar as in the previous test problem. We assume estimates m well in the center of D, and the others are near each of the four corners of the domain (at the production well boundaries). Based on this data, we compute the mean of the prior measure, as a regularized least-squares fit of these point observations as in (6.1); see Figure 7 .2(a). As before, the prior covariance is C 0 = L −2 where L = −θ∆ + α N i=1 δ i , with parameter values in (6.2) given by θ = 3.54 × 10 −2 and α = 1.25 × 10
1 . The Bayesian inverse problem is discretized with a linear triangular finite-element mesh with n = 1020 degrees of freedom.
A-optimal design of experiments.
We use a grid of 128 candidate sensor locations in the domain D, and compute an A-optimal design based on one data sample, computed using one random draw from prior depicted in Figure 7 .2(b). For the OED objective function, given in (5.6a), we use a trace estimator with n tr = 20 random vectors. After six continuation iterations, our method converged to a 0/1 design vector. In each continuation step we terminated the interior-point iterations if either the relative residual fell below 10 −5 or if we reached a maximum of 100 interior-point BFGS iterations.
We solve the Bayesian inverse problem using experimental data at the A-optimal sensor locations for the "truth" log permeability m true . To capture the extreme variations in the permeability field, we solve the forward problem using quadratic triangular elements on a finer mesh with n = 237, 573 degrees of freedom, and record pressure measurements at the sensor sites. This data vector is subsequently used in the solution of the Bayesian inverse problem. After solving the Bayesian inverse problem with the A-optimal sensor configuration, in Figure 7 .2c, we show the MAP point, and in Figure 7 solving the Bayesian inverse problem using the optimal design versus that of solving the problem with randomly generated designs with the same number of sensors. Note that the A-optimal sensor placement outperforms the random designs. 8. Conclusions. We have developed a scalable method for computing A-optimal experimental designs for infinite-dimensional Bayesian nonlinear inverse problems governed by PDEs. By scalable, we mean that the cost (measured in forward-like PDE solves) of solving the OED problem is independent of the parameter and sensor dimensions. The OED formulation results in a bilevel optimization problem that features an inverse problem as the inner optimization problem, and additional forward-like PDEs representing the action of the inverse Hessian of the inverse problem as constraints for the outer optimization problem. We specialize this OED formulation to the problem of determining the sensor placement that optimally infers the coefficient of an elliptic PDE in the sense that the uncertainty in the recovered coefficient is minimized over a set of prior model samples. For the resulting PDE-constrained OED problem, we derive adjoint-based expressions for the gradient, which enables use of efficient gradient-based optimization algorithms. Computing the gradient of the OED objective function requires differentiating expressions involving the Hessian, which requires third derivatives of the parameter-to-observable map. These are made tractable via a variational formulation of the OED problem. Numerical studies of the performance of our OED method for the inference of the log permeability field in a porous media flow problem indicate that the computational cost of computing an A-optimal experimental design, measured in the number of forward-like PDE solves, is insensitive to the dimension of the discretized parameter field and to the sensor dimension.
A potential limitation of our method is defining the OED objective in terms of a Gaussian approximation to the posterior distribution of the parameter field. However, as mentioned in the introduction, a Gaussian provides a good approximation to the posterior in cases where a linear approximation to the parameter-to-observable map over the set of parameters with significant posterior probability is sufficiently accurate. Relaxing the Gaussian approximation of the posterior for large-scale Bayesian inverse problems with expensive-to-evaluate parameter-to-observable maps is extremely challenging. The fact that the Bayesian inverse problem is merely an inner problem for computing OEDs compounds these challenges.
Another potential limitation of our approach is that our sparsification strategy provides only indirect control on the number of sensors in the optimal configuration. In practice, solving multiple OED problems may be required to determine an appropriate penalty parameter experimentally. This, however, is the price we pay to render an otherwise combinatorial sensor placement problem computationally tractable.
Computing optimal experimental designs still requires a large number of forward (or adjoint or incremental) PDE solves. However, as discussed in Section 5.5, a number of systems characterized by the same Hessian operator must be solved at each OED step, which suggests that using low-rank Hessian approximations as discussed in [1, 7, 12] can mitigate this computational cost. Moreover, our OED method contains important coarse-grained parallelism: the inverse problems corresponding to each data sample can be solved independently.
In future work, we intend to study the sensitivity of the optimal sensor placement to the number of data samples in the OED problem. The data samples are generated by sampling the prior model; their number is dictated by the need to solve an additional inverse problem for each sample at each OED iteration. For this reason, the numerical experiments in this paper have been limited to a small number of data samples. However, we speculate that increasing the number of data samples leads to diminishing returns, since the goal is not to fully sample the prior, but to determine optimal sensor locations, and we expect that they will be sensitive to only a limited number of directions in the parameter space. Thus, an interesting extension of this work is to determine how many data samples are needed.
with A and C δ as in the paragraph preceding (2.7); the final equality in (2.7) follows by noting that
The following result justifies taking the limit as we let δ → 0. 
Let ε > 0 be fixed but arbitrary and note that we can fix N 0 ∈ N such that,
Also, we can choose δ > 0 sufficiently small so that,
and hence the assertion of the proposition follows.
Appendix B. Gradient derivation of OED objective functionΨ. Here, we summarize the derivation of the gradient of the OED objective function presented in (5.7). To derive the expression for the gradient, we employ a formal Lagrangian approach [31] , which uses a Lagrangian function composed of the objective function (5.6a) with the PDE constraints (5.6b)-(5.6f) enforced through Lagrange multiplier functions. This Lagrangian function L O for the OED problem is given by: ns .) Using this notation, it is straightforward to compute derivatives of the Lagrangian function with respect to w j , the jth component of the weight vector w:
B * E j Bv ik , q * ik , for j = 1, . . . , n s .
Recalling the definition of E j and using a vector form for the gradient, we obtain for all (ṽ,q,ỹ,ũ,m,p) ∈ V 0 × V 0 × E × V 0 × E × V 0 . Here, b
i , b
i , and b Appendix C. Discretization and computational details. We use a finiteelement discretization of the parameter field and the state and adjoint variables. We denote by boldfaced letters the discretized versions of the variables and operators which appear in the expressions. Next, we describe the numerical computation of the OED objective function in (5.6a) and its gradient, where we again consider that γ = 0. The discrete OED function iŝ
(C.1)
Note that, to discretize the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, we use a mass-weighted inner product in (C.1). We rely on a Gaussian trace estimator and let z k = M −1/2 ν k , k = 1, . . . , n tr , where ν k are draws from N (0, I). See [1] for a justification of the form of the mass-weighted trace estimator and also an efficient procedure for computing the application of M −1/2 to a vector. For a given design w and data samples d i , i ∈ {1, . . . , n d }, we solve the inner optimization problem (5.6b)-(5.6d) for the MAP point m i = m MAP (w; d i ); we also evaluate the state u i and adjoint p i variables (for the inner optimization) at the MAP point. Next, we need to solve for y ik and the variables v ik and q ik in (5.6g)-(5.6f). This is accomplished by solving a linear system of the following block form In the above system, D = B T W σ B, where B is the discretization of the observation operator B. The remaining blocks in the system are discretizations of the differential operators appearing in (5.6e)-(5.6g), evaluated at (u i , m i , p i ); we refer to [23] for more details on the discretization of the Hessian system for an inverse coefficient problem with an elliptic PDE. To solve the system (C.2), we first block eliminate v ik and q ik , namely v ik = −A −1 Cy ik , q ik = −A −T (Dv ik + S T y ik ), for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d } and k ∈ {1, . . . , n tr }, and solve Hy ik = z k with
Once y ik is available for i ∈ {1, . . . , n d } and k ∈ {1, . . . , n tr }, we can compute the OED objective function (C.1).
To compute the gradient we also need the OED adjoint variables p
